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kontentor. v. merchants nat’l bank , 296 ill. app. 3d 932, 938 (1998). here, the trial court conducted
a hearing on the matter on february 8, 1999, and issues involving child custody and the allocation of

the marital estate are highly fact-sensitive. a review of the record reveals that both parties
presented compelling arguments regarding the factors governing child custody and the division of

marital assets. we are aware that the trial court is in a position to observe the demeanor of the
witnesses and to determine their credibility. the record indicates that the trial court was presented
with a near-perfect case in favor of michelle, but that it nonetheless failed to address all relevant

factors it was required to consider in the best-interests analysis. in addition, the record is devoid of
any indication that the trial court considered the above-stated factors as required by section 602(d)

of the act. for the foregoing reasons, we must remand this case to the trial court for further
consideration consistent with the principles set forth in this opinion. on remand, the trial court is

directed to hear and decide the issues raised in michelle's motion to modify custody and to consider
the factors set forth in section 602(d) of the act. moreover, the court is to consider all relevant

evidence not previously adduced regarding the best interests of the children, and it is to address the
issue of child support in a manner consistent with in re marriage of davis , 172 ill. 3d 475 (1988). we
further remind the trial court that it is not required to make specific or explicit findings regarding the

evidence presented if it is apparent from the record that the court applied the kilbane factors and
that the court properly balanced the relevant evidence presented. see kilbane v. kilbane , 202 ill. 3d
519, 525 (1990). for the foregoing reasons, we affirm the trial court's judgment in part, and reverse

and remand the judgment in part with directions consistent with this opinion. affirmed in part;
reversed and remanded in part. knecht, j., concurs. myerscough, p.j., specially concurs. presiding

justice myerscough, specially concurring: i specially concur. the majority opinion correctly notes that
the decision to award custody to one parent over another is a matter within the trial court's sound
discretion. however, our standard of review is de novo . in re marriage of johnson , 250 ill. 3d 522,

528 (1993). in addition, i believe that the majority opinion errs in failing to address the issue of
whether the trial court's decision was against the manifest weight of the evidence. johnson , 250 ill.
3d at 528. while there was a “near-perfect case in favor of michelle [rau],” the majority opinion fails

to address the manifest weight of the evidence in favor of thomas.
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